Political Science Department has organised a Welcome Party for the freshers

Political Science Department of D.A.V College Jalandhar has organised a Welcome Party for
the freshers.

Head of Department Dr.B.B Sharma inaugurated this gracious occasion with his speech in
which he extended warm welcome to all the students on the behalf of all faculty members
Prof.Sunil Oberoi, Dr.Raj Kumar, Prof.Rajesh Rajput, Dr.Dinesh Arora, Prof.Ravi, Prof.Sandeep
Singh.

He shared the academic success and Co-curricular success of the department with the
freshers to motivate them so that they can also contribute to their best.

Ekta from M.A recited a beautifil poem &quot;Punjabi Hon Te Maan Karo&quot; and Jamsher
Singh sang his own Punjabi song.The event was so enthusiastic and more energy was brought
to the event with NarinderJeet Kaur's bhangra performance on 'Kede Pind Di Tu Ni'.Then the
most awaited moment arouse for the freshers and they were called upon the stage for
modelling.Seniors organised many games to entertain their juniors like Musical Chair , Pick the
chit and perform the task and many more.Music performance by Robin,Prashant,Raj and Nikhil
on 'Gurr naal Ishq Mitha' was enjoyed by all and Jaspreet's 'Teri Deewani' was outstanding
where Roma's dancing on 'Crazy kia re' was enjoyed by all.Navdeep from M.A energized the
audience with a punjabi dance performance on the song' Nachdi De' and Raj's melody on Arijit
Singh's song was cherished by all.

Dr Dinesh Arora welcomed the freshers with his ever inspirational speech and he suggested
that students should focus on the overall personality and one must live these Golden Moments
joyfully.

Shivantika Nagar from M.Com and Sukhmani performed their melody on 'Tere Bina Zindagi
se koi Shiqwa,Dhal Jaun main tujhmein' and was applauded by the rich gathering.

Shikha Sharma handled the stage so gently.
In today's party Jagsher Singh won the title of Mr.Fresher and Navneet Kaur won the title of
Ms.Fresher.Narinderjit Kaur won the title of Miss Elegant.
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Gifts were given by the Department teachers to all the students as a token of love.The event
was so splendid and was cherished by all.
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